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Covert Action
Contents: The Report: executive summary; Central America; the arms sales to
Iran; exposure and concealment; the enterprise; conclusions and
recommendations. Also contains the Minority report: the foreign affairs powers of
the Constitution and the Iran-Contra Affair; Nicaragua; Iran; disclosure and
investigations; putting Congress' house in order; and recommendations.
Extensive appendices contain additional views of several Representatives and
Senators.
This Book Is Invaluable Not Merely For Those Engaged In Intelligence Gathering
And Dissemination But Also For Every Student Of Current Affairs And Indeed
Everyone Who Wishes To Remain Abreast Of The Current International Political
And Military Scenario.
This is a must handbook for private study and group discussion by all progressive
and radical activists. Today's defense depends on our knowledge of yesterday's
repression. The message: the political police haven't forgotten us - we can't
afford to forget them and their methods. - Philip Agee, former CIA agent
A comprehensive two-volume overview and analysis of all facets of espionage in
the American historical experience, focusing on key individuals and technologies.
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• Includes over 750 entries in chronologically organized sections, covering
important spies, spying technologies, and events • Written by an expert team of
contributing scholars from a variety of fields within history and political science •
Provides a chronology of key events related to the use of espionage by the
United States or by enemies within our borders • A glossary of key espionage
terms • An extensive bibliography of print and electronic resources for further
reading • Photos of key individuals plus maps of geographical locations and
military engagements where espionage played an important role
In the wake of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the Pentagon may have expanded its
counter-terrorism intell. activities as part of the global war on terror. The DoD
may have been conducting certain kinds of counterterrorism intell. activities that
would statutorily qualify as ¿covert actions (CA),¿ and thus require a presidential
finding and the notification of the congressional intell. committees. Contents of
this report: Intro.; Background; Post 9/11 Concerns; Current Statute Governing
CA; Exceptions Under the Statutory Definition of CA; Traditional Military Activities
; Routine Support of Traditional Military Activities; House Intell. Committee Calls
on DoD to Inform Committee of Intell. Activities; Policy Issues for the 111th
Congress.
The Oxford Handbook of National Security Intelligence is a state-of-the-art work
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on intelligence and national security. Edited by Loch Johnson, one of the world's
leading authorities on the subject, the handbook examines the topic in full,
beginning with an examination of the major theories of intelligence. It then shifts
its focus to how intelligence agencies operate, how they collect information from
around the world, the problems that come with transforming "raw" information
into credible analysis, and the difficulties in disseminating intelligence to
policymakers. It also considers the balance between secrecy and public
accountability, and the ethical dilemmas that covert and counterintelligence
operations routinely present to intelligence agencies. Throughout, contributors
factor in broader historical and political contexts that are integral to understanding
how intelligence agencies function in our information-dominated age. The book is
organized into the following sections: theories and methods of intelligence
studies; historical background; the collection and processing of intelligence; the
analysis and production of intelligence; the challenges of intelligence
dissemination; counterintelligence and counterterrorism; covert action;
intelligence and accountability; and strategic intelligence in other nations.
This detailed two-volume set tells the story of the Cold War, the dominant international
event of the second half of the 20th century, through a diverse selection of primary
source documents. • Provides in-depth documentary coverage of all key aspects of the
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Cold War, helping readers understand the continued significance of the Cold War to the
current world • Includes documents from all sides of the conflict, including many newly
available materials from the Soviet bloc, Cuba, and China • Traces the origins of Cold
War rivalry and antagonism between the United States and the Soviet Union back to
the Russian Revolution of 1917 • Offers detailed coverage of how the Cold War
surfaced beyond Europe, especially in Asia and the Middle East
The next president of the United States faces innumerable complex problems, from a
possible prolonged recession to climate change. An immediate difficulty for the
president will be the global conflict between the West and Islamic jihadists and state
sponsors of terrorism. The creation of the Department of Homeland Security and the
recommendations of the 9/11 Commission notwithstanding, the administration needs to
be armed and ready to tackle much more in the areas of intelligence and
counterterrorism. The president can and must assume a hands-on, informed leadership
role if the United States wants to make progress in the war on terror. Gary Berntsen
has written this book as a guide for an incoming president and White House staff so
that they may master current human intelligence and counterterrorism operations. After
reading its highly specific recommendations and policy prescriptions, the president and
his or her staff will be able to draft a First Directive for the leadership of the intelligence
and national security communities outlining how the administration wants those
communities to proceed and to defend the nation's interests. Human Intelligence,
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Counterterrorism, and National Leadership will be of interest to legislators,
policymakers, and anyone concerned about intelligence and terrorism policy. With a
foreword by Seth G. Jones, a political scientist at the RAND Corporation and Adjunct
Professor in the Security Studies Program at Georgetown University. He is the author
of In the Graveyard of Empires: America's War in Afghanistan and The Rise of
European Security Cooperation.
SCOTT (copy 1): From the John Holmes Library collection.
This textbook introduces students to the critical role of the US intelligence community
within the wider national security decision-making and political process. Intelligence in
the National Security Enterprise defines what intelligence is and what intelligence
agencies do, but the emphasis is on showing how intelligence serves the policymaker.
Roger Z. George draws on his thirty-year CIA career and more than a decade of
teaching at both the undergraduate and graduate level to reveal the real world of
intelligence. Intelligence support is examined from a variety of perspectives to include
providing strategic intelligence, warning, daily tactical support to policy actions as well
as covert action. The book includes useful features for students and instructors such as
excerpts and links to primary-source documents, suggestions for further reading, and a
glossary.
Daugherty addresses the public perception of the CIA as a rogue agency that initiates
unsanctioned, risky, covert action programs. The 17-year veteran operations officer
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with the CIA produces evidence to disprove this notion.
Von der Staatsgründung Israels bis heute - die erste umfassende Geschichte der
geheimen Tötungskommandos des Mossad Mordanschläge, die dem israelischen
Geheimdienst Mossad zugeschrieben werden, sorgen immer wieder für Aufsehen.
Doch über die Hintergründe dieser Aktionen war bislang kaum etwas bekannt. In
seinem packend geschriebenen Enthüllungsbuch deckt der israelische
Geheimdienstexperte Ronen Bergman nun erstmals die ganze Dimension eines
Schattenkriegs auf, der seit Jahrzehnten im Geheimen ausgetragen wird. Er beschreibt
die Erfolge und Misserfolge der zum Teil unbekannten Attentate, benennt Opfer, Täter
und Verantwortliche und fragt, welchen Preis Staat und Gesellschaft in Israel für ihre
Sicherheit bezahlen.
Covert ActionLegislative Background and Possible Policy QuestionsDIANE Publishing
The intelligence failures exposed by the events of 9/11 and the missing weapons of mass
destruction in Iraq have made one thing perfectly clear: change is needed in how the U.S.
intelligence community operates. Transforming U.S. Intelligence argues that transforming
intelligence requires as much a look to the future as to the past and a focus more on the art
and practice of intelligence rather than on its bureaucratic arrangements. In fact, while the
recent restructuring, including the creation of the Department of Homeland Security, may solve
some problems, it has also created new ones. The authors of this volume agree that
transforming policies and practices will be the most effective way to tackle future challenges
facing the nation's security. This volume's contributors, who have served in intelligence
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agencies, the Departments of State or Defense, and the staffs of congressional oversight
committees, bring their experience as insiders to bear in thoughtful and thought-provoking
essays that address what such an overhaul of the system will require. In the first section,
contributors discuss twenty-first-century security challenges and how the intelligence
community can successfully defend U.S. national interests. The second section focuses on
new technologies and modified policies that can increase the effectiveness of intelligence
gathering and analysis. Finally, contributors consider management procedures that ensure the
implementation of enhanced capabilities in practice. Transforming U.S. Intelligence supports
the mandate of the new director of national intelligence by offering both careful analysis of
existing strengths and weaknesses in U.S. intelligence and specific recommendations on how
to fix its problems without harming its strengths. These recommendations, based on intimate
knowledge of the way U.S. intelligence actually works, include suggestions for the creative
mixing of technologies with new missions to bring about the transformation of U.S. intelligence
without incurring unnecessary harm or expense. The goal is the creation of an intelligence
community that can rapidly respond to developments in international politics, such as the
emergence of nimble terrorist networks while reconciling national security requirements with
the rights and liberties of American citizens.
The relationship of covert action to national security policy is described as one of the many
elements of power used in generating national security and foreign policy. Covert action is
defined and the legal basis for US covert action is described. The planning of covert action and
the conditions necessary for the successful execution of covert action are discussed and
applied to several examples of covert action. The failure modes for covert action are also
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discussed.
Argues that CIA covert actions have become a substitute for foreign policy and examines the
issues that arise when a democratic government undertakes clandestine activities in the name
of national security.
A senior officer in the Central Intelligence Agency for twenty-five years presents revelations
concerning the successful and unsuccessful secret operations in which he was involved and
offer logical, specific arguments for future changes in the organization's policies.
Winner of the 2020 McGuffey Longevity Award from the Textbook & Academic Authors
Association (TAA) "[The text is] one of the most useful, one-volume, introductory works on
intelligence today. [Intelligence] does an excellent job of working through the intricacies of U.S.
intelligence." —Richard J. Norton, United States Naval War College Mark M. Lowenthal’s
trusted guide is the go-to resource for understanding how the intelligence community’s history,
structure, procedures, and functions affect policy decisions. In the fully updated Eighth Edition
of Intelligence, the author addresses cyber security and cyber intelligence throughout, expands
the coverage of collection, comprehensively updates the chapters on nation-state issues and
transnational issues, and looks at foreign intelligence services, both large and small.
The dramatic, untold story of one of the CIA’s most successful Cold War intelligence
operations. December, 1981—the CIA receives word that the Polish government has cut
telephone communications with the West and closed the Polish border. The agency’s leaders
quickly inform President Ronald Reagan, who is enjoying a serene weekend at Camp David.
Within hours, Prime Minister Wojciech Jaruzelski has appeared on Polish national television to
announce the establishment of martial law. A new era in Cold War politics has begun:
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Washington and Moscow are on a collision course. In this gripping narrative history, Seth G.
Jones reveals the little-known story of the CIA’s subsequent operations in Poland, which
produced a landmark victory for democracy during the Cold War. While the Soviet-backed
Polish government worked to crush a budding liberal opposition movement, the CIA began a
sophisticated intelligence campaign, code-named QRHELPFUL, that supported dissident
groups. The most powerful of these groups was Solidarity, a trade union that swelled to a
membership of ten million and became one of the first legitimate anti-Communist opposition
movements in Eastern Europe. With President Reagan’s support, the CIA provided money
that helped Solidarity print newspapers, broadcast radio programs, and conduct a wide-ranging
information warfare campaign against the Soviet-backed government. QRHELPFUL proved
vital in establishing a free and democratic Poland. Long overlooked by CIA historians and
Reagan biographers, the story of QRHELPFUL features an extraordinary cast of
characters—including spymaster Bill Casey, CIA officer Richard Malzahn, Polish-speaking CIA
case officer Celia Larkin, Solidarity leader Lech Walesa, and Pope John Paul II. Based on indepth interviews and recently declassified evidence, A Covert Action celebrates a decisive
victory over tyranny for U.S. intelligence behind the Iron Curtain, one that prefigured the Soviet
collapse.
Covert activity has always been a significant element of international politics. This book
attempts to assess the lawfulness of covert action under US and international law and faces
the implications for democratic states that covert operations pose.
This handbook comprises essays by leading scholars and practitioners on the topic of U.S.
counterterrorism and irregular warfare campaigns and operations around the globe. Terrorist
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groups have evolved substantially since 9/11, with the Islamic State often described as a
pseudo-state, a terrorist group, and insurgency all at the same time. While researchers',
analysts', and policymakers’ understanding of terrorism has grown immensely over the past
two decades, similar advancements in the understanding of counterterrorism lag. As such, this
handbook explains why it is necessary to take a broader view of counterterrorism which can,
and often does, include irregular warfare. The volume is divided into three thematic sections:
Part I examines modern terrorism in the Islamic world and gives an overview of the major
terrorist groups from the past three decades; Part II provides a wide variety of case studies of
counterterrorism and irregular warfare operations, spanning from the 1980s to the irregular
warfare campaign against the Islamic State in northern Syria in 2018; Part III examines the
government instruments used to combat terrorism and wage irregular warfare, such as drones,
Theater Special Operations Commands, and Theater Commands. The handbook fills a gap in
the traditional counterterrorism literature by its inclusion of irregular warfare and by providing
analyses from academic experts as well as practitioners. It will be of much interest to students
of counterterrorism, counterinsurgency, U.S. national security, military affairs, and International
Relations. The Open Access version of this book, available at https://www.routledge.com/Routl
edge-Handbook-of-US-Counterterrorism-and-Irregular-Warfare-Operations/SheehanMarquardt-Collins/p/book/9780367758363, has been made available under a Creative
Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-No Derivatives 4.0 license.
Confronted by the new challenges of the information age and the post-Soviet world, the US
intelligence community must adapt and change, say the authors of this provocative text. They
examine recent intelligence failures, show why traditional approaches now fall short, and call
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for fundamental reform in the organization and approach of America's intelligence agencies.
Born out of the ashes of World War II, the covert action arm of the Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) was created to counter the challenge posed by the Soviet Union and its allies and bolster
American interests worldwide. This book sheds light on the undercover operations mounted by
the CIA during the Cold War.
Studienarbeit aus dem Jahr 2003 im Fachbereich Politik - Internationale Politik - Thema:
Frieden und Konflikte, Sicherheit, Note: unbenotet, Eberhard-Karls-Universitat Tubingen
(Institut fur Politikwissenschaft), Veranstaltung: Hauptseminar, 26 Quellen im
Literaturverzeichnis, Sprache: Deutsch, Abstract: Seit einigen Jahren herrscht innerhalb der
Politikwissenschaft, insbesondere im Bereich der Friedens- und Konfliktforschung eine
Kontroverse uber die Theorie, dass demokratische Staaten in ihrem Aussenverhalten weniger
zu gewalttatigen Konfliktlosungen neigen als andere Staatsformen. Diese Annahme wurde
lange Zeit unter der Einschrankung akzeptiert, dass Demokratien nur untereinander
friedfertiger seien, nicht jedoch gegenuber Autokratien. Diese januskopfartige Theorie ist in
jungeren Arbeiten dahingehend geandert worden, dass man mittlerweile dazu neigt,
Demokratien ein insgesamt friedlicheres Verhalten zu unterstellen. Doch diese Theorie vom
demokratischen Frieden ist keinesfalls frei von Widerspruchen, wie Harald Muller in seinem
Artikel aus dem Jahr 2002 dargelegt hat. Einer dieser Grenzbereiche, der sich mit dem
friedlichen Verhalten von Demokratien nur schwer vereinbaren lasst, ist der Einsatz von
geheimen Massnahmen der Beeinflussung oder gar bewaffneten Kraften in einem anderen
Land, sogenannte covert action. Bevor man sich der Frage zuwendet, inwiefern covert action
zwischen demokratischen Staaten mit der Theorie des demokratischen Friedens vereinbar ist,
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ist es unerlasslich zu klaren, was unter den Begriff covert action fallt. Im Folgenden wird dieser
Aufsatz die Vereinbarkeit von covert action mit der Theorie des demokratischen Friedens
naher beleuchten. Dazu ist es notwendig, die verschiedenen Erklarungsansatze der Theorie
darzustellen. In der Folge wird zu klaren sein, was covert action eigentlich ist und welche
Motive Regierungen zu derartigen Operationen veranlassen. Auch die Auswirkungen sind
anhand ausgewahlter Fallbeispiele zu beleuchten um zu ein"

Contrary to popular misconceptions and public branding as "dirty tricks," covert action
and counterintelligence can have considerable value. Democracies, while wary of these
instruments, have benefited significantly from their use, saving lives, treasure, and
gaining strategic advantage. As liberal democracies confront the post-Cold War mix of
rogue states and non-state actors, such as criminals and terrorists, and weapons of
mass destruction and mass disruption, these clandestine arts may prove to be
important tools of statecraft, and perhaps trump cards in the twenty-first century.
Godson defines covert action as influencing events in other parts of the world without
attribution, and counterintelligence as identifying, neutralizing, and exploiting the secret
activities of others. Together they provide the capability to resist manipulation and
control others to advantage. Counterintelligence protects U.S. military, technological,
and diplomatic secrets and turns adversary intelligence to U.S. advantage. Covert
action enables the United States to weaken adversaries and to assist allies who may be
hampered by open acknowledgment of foreign support. Drawing on contemporary and
historical literature, broad-ranging contacts with senior intelligence officials in many
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countries, as well as his own research and experience as a longtime consultant to the
U.S. government, Godson traces the history of U.S. covert action and
counterintelligence since 1945, showing that covert action works well when it is part of
a well-coordinated policy and when policy makers are committed to succeeding in the
long-term. Godson argues that the best counterintelligence is an offensive defense. His
exposition of the essential theoretical foundations of both covert action and
counterintelligence, supported by historical examples, lays out the ideal conditions for
their use, as well as demonstrating why they are so difficult to attain. This book will be
of interest to students and general readers interested in political science, national
security, foreign policy, and military policy.
While the United States has had some kind of intelligence capability throughout its
history, its intelligence apparatus is young, dating only to the period immediately after
World War II. Yet, in that short a time, it has undergone enormous changes—from the
labor-intensive espionage and covert action establishment of the 1950s to a modern
enterprise that relies heavily on electronic data, technology, satellites, airborne
collection platforms, and unmanned aerial vehicles, to name a few. This second edition
covers the history of United States intelligence, and includes several key features:
Chronology Introductory essay Appendixes Bibliography Over 600 cross-referenced
entries on key events, issues, people, operations, laws, regulations This book is an
excellent access point for members of the intelligence community; students, scholars,
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and historians; legal experts; and general readers wanting to know more about the
history of U.S. intelligence.
This collection of essays by leading experts seeks to explore what lessons for the
exploitation and management of secret intelligence might be drawn from a variety of
case studies ranging from the 1920s to the ‘War on Terror’. Long regarded as the
‘missing dimension’ of international history and politics, public and academic interest
in the role of secret intelligence has continued to grow in recent years, not least as a
result of controversy surrounding the terrorist attacks on the United States on
September 11 2001. Intelligence, Crises and Security addresses a range of themes
including: crisis management, covert diplomacy, intelligence tradecraft,
counterterrorism, intelligence ‘overload’, intelligence in relation to neutral states,
deception, and signals intelligence. The work breaks new ground in relation to
numerous key international episodes and events, not least as a result of fresh
disclosures from government archives across the world. This book was previously
published as a special issue of Intelligence and National Security.
This book, written by leading experts, comprehensively analyses the suitability of
existing legal tools to enforce rules prohibiting terrorism.
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